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	Endosurgery for Cancer (Vademecum), 9781570595257 (1570595259), Landes Bioscience, 1999
The fields of surgery involving surgical oncology and endosurgery are rapidly evolving independent of one another. The rate of change that has occurred in the past decade where these fields overlap is remarkable. There currently exist numerous controversies regarding the appropriate role of endosurgery in the diagnosis and treatment of malignancies. Some areas of conflict persist due to tradition and dogma despite evidence that endosurgery has an established role. In other areas, a lack of sufficient evidence exists to draw conclusions regarding the appropriate role of endosurgery. Finally, there are situations where logic and documented experience indicate that an endosurgical approach offers no benefit over the traditional open surgical technique.

This book was chosen to be developed in a handbook form in order to bring this material to the reader in a timely manner due to the rate at which new concepts and knowledge are evolving. The contributors are to be commended for adhering to a tight publication timeline while providing the reader with quality information. Extensive literature searches and complete bibliographies accompany some chapters, whereas others must be based upon current perspectives and authors’ experiences due to the paucity of published material.

The list of contributors includes representatives from several continents and numerous countries. This international flavor provides the reader with a broad perspective of the appropriate applications of endosurgical techniques in the cancer patient. Due to numerous factors, certain endosurgical procedures have been more fully developed and more frequently applied in various parts of the world. The editors have attempted to select authors with large personal experiences without regard to their country of origin.

This handbook is intended to serve as a useful resource for general surgeons and surgical oncologists. It is hoped that medical students and surgeons in training will find this information educational and provocative. Most importantly, it is the desire of the editors that this work will result in improved surgical care of those patients afflicted with cancer.
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Virtual Reality with VRTK4: Create Immersive VR Experiences Leveraging Unity3D and Virtual Reality ToolkitApress, 2019

	
		Virtual reality is quickly becoming the next medium to communicate your ideas.  Once siloed in make-believe world of science fiction, virtual reality can now touch any aspect of your life. This book shows you how to create original virtual reality content using the Unity game engine and the Virtual Reality Tool Kit. By the end of...


		

Handbook of FracturesLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006

	
		Thoroughly updated for its Third Edition, this pocket-sized go-anywhere guide is the ideal on-the-spot reference for residents and practitioners seeking fast facts on fracture management and classification. Chapters organized by anatomic site provide key information on fractures in adults and in children, including epidemiology,...



		

Machine Learning: Discriminative and Generative (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2003

	Machine Learning: Discriminative and Generative covers the main contemporary themes and tools in machine learning ranging from Bayesian probabilistic models to discriminative support-vector machines. However, unlike previous books that only discuss these rather different approaches in isolation, it bridges the two...





	

Digital Terrain Modeling: Acquisition, Manipulation And ApplicationsArtech House Publishers, 2005

	With its expanding array of applications in everything from biodiversity modeling to wireless communications, it's no wonder digital terrain modeling (DTM) - the electronic process of representing topography in three dimensions -- is a hot subject among engineers and geoscientists. This concise resource is the first truly complete guide...


		

Getting Started with CouchDBO'Reilly, 2012


	When I was about nine years old, I had an Acorn Electron, a home computer developed

	by Acorn Machines and one of the major precursors to modern home computing. It

	was tiny by today’s standards, having just 32K of RAM, a 2MHz CPU, and with the

	staggering ability to store a massive 360 Kb on the 3 inch Amstrad disks I was using...

		

The Laboratory Computer: A Practical Guide for Physiologists and Neuroscientists (Biological Techniques Series)Academic Press, 2001
The Laboratory Computer: A Practical Guide for Physiologists and Neuroscientists introduces the reader to both the basic principles and the actual practice of recording physiological signals using the computer. 
It describes the basic operation of the computer, the types of transducers used to measure physical quantities such...
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